Wireless Solutions
to Increase
Efficiency & Productivity

Instant Staff Notification
Wireless Push Button Paging
Truck Driver Paging
Forklift Paging
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Instant Staff Notification
Enhance staff productivity
Ensures messages are received in
loud environments
No Monthly Fees
Instant notification enables quick
response times
Reduce equipment downtime by
locating service techs faster
Reduce on-hold hang-ups
Page individuals or an entire group
Eliminate disruptive overhead
paging

NETPAGE
U N L I M I T E D

Netpage Unlimited Screen

Contact Staff Instantly From Your
PC With NetPage Unlimited
Maintaining constant contact between manufacturing employees can be a daily challenge. Improve efficiency and productivity in manufacturing
operations by equipping managers, supervisors, technicians, and other key personnel with the tools to
communicate instantly and effectively, no matter
where they are onsite.

Battery-Operated Alphanumeric Pager

Wireless Push Button Paging
Butler XP
Improve response time
Instantly notify the correct personnel
Reduce the time it takes to locate a
supervisor or other personnel
Enhance plant safety with improved
communication
Allow staff to multi-task knowing that
they can be paged when needed
Enhanced Communication Will Improve
Production Throughout Your Facility

Butler XP mounted with zip ties

Improving communication between workers and their supervisors
can dramatically impact productivity and worker safety. Ensure
communication across your entire facility with the Butler XP pushbutton paging system. Workstation employees can instantly notify
key personnel such as supervisors, technicians, or maintenance
staff of any issues or incidents that occur onsite.

How it works:
1. Mount the Butler XP push-button transmitter wherever
notification may be needed.

Battery-Operated
Alphanumeric Pager

2. When the button is pressed, a text message is instantly sent to
personnel wearing an LRS alphanumeric pager with a specific
message Ie. Need assistance in the warehouse.

Applications:

3. The employee who receives the message, responds accordingly

• Production Floor

• Receiving Dock Notification
• Will Call Notification
• Parts & Equipment Checkout
• Visitor Notification

Truck Driver Paging
Increase productivity and organization
Increase accuracy of truck deployment
Eliminate wasted time hand-delivering
messages to waiting drivers
Prevent traffic jams caused by vehicles
parking for unloading
Notify drivers immediately
Provide truck drivers peace of mind
while they wait

Improve efficiencies in logistics
operations with instant
communication
Efficiently controlling the flow of trucks in logistics can result in significant operational gains. LRS’ Logistics Paging
Solutions allow logistics operators to immediately notify
waiting drivers when it’s their turn to approach the docking
station, no matter where they are located within and near
facility grounds. Using alphanumeric messaging, or cell
phone notification, drivers can be informed of exactly when
and which dock they are to report.

Netpage Software

How it works:
1. Hand out pagers to drivers as they enter the station
to check in
2. Page them when it is their turn to approach the loading dock or check-in area (direct them to a specific
loading dock with alpha messaging)

Alphanumeric Coaster
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Warehouse Communications:

Forklift Paging & Radios
Improve warehouse productivity
Ensures messages are received in
loud environments
Eliminate disruptive and hard-tohear overhead paging
No Monthly Fees
Instant notification enables quick
response times
Effortlessly direct drivers
Contact Your Drivers Instantly From
Your PC With NetPage Unlimited
Are you trying to get a message to a forklift driver and can’t seem
to reach him? LRS supplies 24V flashing pagers that mount to the
overhead guard post of a typical forklift. When you want to notify a driver to move something or go to a certain location, the
device will begin flashing indicating a message is waiting. After
the driver sees the message, it can be cleared with the push of a
button.
Forklift Pagers integrate directly into the NetPage Unlimited system
so any manager can page a driver directly from their desktop.

2-Way Motorola Radios
CLS Radio (range: ~1 mile)
With large, simple buttons, this versatile radio is great for staff
who move around the facility and require 2-way communications.
CLS is available in 1 Channel and 4 Channel models.
RDU (range: ~1 mile)
The larger business-class radio from Motorola has increased volume and greater signal strength than the CLS class. If you operate in a noisy facility, the RDU radio will come through loud and
clear. Available with 2 Channels for little to no interference.

Motorola CLS
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Motorola RDU

About Us
Experience
Since 1993, LRS has been the leading supplier of on-site guest and staff paging
and management systems by providing the most effective solutions and listening
to the needs of our customers. Now, we offer newer products designed to increase sales, collect real-time guest marketing data and more.

Innovation

LRS United Kingdom
+44(0)1782 537000
www.lrspagers.co.uk

LRS owns 20 patents and we provide over 30 products designed to help you
streamline operations, improve service and increase sales every day. We’ve developed and offer exclusive products and services no other company can. Products like:

Networked Based Paging Systems
Our local paging system that provides unlimited range for both staff and guest
paging with waitlists and multiple message types: SMS Text Message, Onsite
Pager, Email. NetPage Unlimited also features paging families for transmit controllers enabling quick, reliable and increased message throughput

Quality
LRS is an engineering and manufacturing company. All of our products are designed and assembled by us. We closely control quality, and we design systems
with features that are the most important to you. Our equipment is created with
the most rugged environments in mind so you can be assured you will receive
unparalleled performance.

Value
LRS has always been the leader in value-driven products. We guarantee the most
features for the greatest value. Plus, when you factor in your increase in staff productivity and efficiency due to improved communication, our systems are
virtually priceless.

24/7 Customer Support
Our customer service department in Addison, Texas is available 24 hours a day,
7 days a week to answer any questions you may have — even on holidays!

Warranties
We stand behind the quality of our products and provide a standard warranty.
Extended warranties are also available.
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